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About This Content
Only the host needs to own this DLC.
2-6 Players | Ages 13 & Up
~60 minutes

Backstory
You find yourself in a dystopian cityscape with a few workers at your disposal to make your mark on the world. Like most
people in dystopian fiction, your workers are oblivious to their situation. This world is all they’ve ever known. You may use
them at your whim.
The world as we know it has ended, and in its place the city of Euphoria has risen. Believing that a new world order is needed to
prevent another apocalypse, the Euphorian elite erect high walls around their golden city and promote intellectual equality above
all else. Gone are personal freedoms; gone is knowledge of the past. All that matters is the future.
The Euphorians aren’t alone. Outside the city are those who experienced the apocalypse firsthand—they have the memories and
scars to prove it. These Wastelanders have cobbled together a society of historians and farmers among the forgotten scrap yards
of the past.
There is more to the world than the surface of the earth. Deep underground lies the hidden city of Subterran, occupied by
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miners, mechanics, and revolutionaries. By keeping their workers in the dark, they’ve patched together a network of pipes and
sewers, of steam and gears, of hidden passages and secret stairways.

Object of the Game
In Euphoria, you lead a team of workers (dice) and recruits (cards) to claim ownership of the dystopian world. You will generate
commodities, dig tunnels to infiltrate opposing areas, construct markets, collect artifacts, strengthen allegiances, and fulfill
secret agendas.
Euphoria is a worker-placement game where dice are your workers. The number on each die represents a worker’s
knowledge–that is, their level of awareness that they’re in a dystopia. Worker knowledge enables various bonuses and impacts
player interaction. If the collective knowledge of all of your workers gets too high, one of them might desert you.
You also have 2 elite recruit cards at your disposal. One has pledged allegiance to you, but the other needs some convincing.
You can reveal and use the reticent recruit by reaching certain milestones in the game…or by letting other players unwittingly
reach those milestones for you.
Your path to victory is paved with the sweat of your workers, the strength of your allegiances, and the tunnels you dig to
infiltrate other areas of the world, but the destination is a land grab in the form of area control. You accomplish this by
constructing markets that impose harsh restrictions of personal freedoms upon other players, changing the face of the game and
opening new paths to victory. You can also focus on gathering artifacts from the old world, objects of leisure that are extremely
rare in this utilitarian society. The dystopian elite covet these artifacts—especially matching pairs—and are willing to give you
tracts of land in exchange for them.
Three distinct societies, each of them waiting for you to rewrite history. What are you willing to sacrifice to build a better
dystopia?
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My friend and I both love and hate this game, but in a good way! It brings us both great laughter and fits of rage in the higher
levels. Totally love this game!. I loved every minute of The Journey Down - all 3 chapters. I felt that Chapter 3 seemed short but
it really didn't matter. The puzzles were easy but it really didn't matter. Loved the characters and the music. Just loved the whole
vibe. I started it yesterday evening and finished it this evening - I just wanted to keep on playing! Well done developers for an
unusual, fun but serious story, I am SO looking forward to your next project!. Great music! Great graphics! and most
importantly best protagonist in any game........a FISH! It's like that one 3d Ecco the dolphin game for dreamcast but actually
good so if you're looking for a game where you get to be a fish exploring an open ocean enviroment while shooting down other
fish and sea creatures with a laser, this is your game!. If you like bubble bobble AKA bust a move, tetris attack, or worms, you'll
be pleasantly surprised that such a nuanced culmination can exist. I can think of no way in which this game is not perfect. I've
been playing this game competitively for years, and with each passing year, new bold strategies to best my opponent keep
manifesting. Even the bugs are masterful! Shields don't always work, and you can submerge yourself with a tongue-in-cheek
shot offscreen and pop up like a cork on your opponent's terf. If you value your time, play this game with a friend. For the price
of a pizza, you can enjoy gaming nirvana.. Interesting concept, but you quickly run out of anything new, and the limited number
of combinations are not very intuitive.
Automation is limited and all the materials are unlocked very quickly.
Solid engine to build on, but at present it's hardly "release" quality.. Not Work!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Is a prototype, nothing more. But
its free and it's nice to see the tough process of the developers.. This game has so much potential, with the right amount of
refinement and polish, i know the final product is going to be amazing!
The mech designs and the way they feel is great, I can't wait to see what new augments and weapons are available for them in
the future.
Running in unreal 4 the game is visually stunning and has a nice level of environmental detail. Being a resident of Manchester
myself I can say they nailed what a futuristic version of our great city might look like. And the sound of the wood Pidgeon
whilst walking around the city was a nice touch.
I also like the idea of DOOM style fatalities\/glory kills on your enemy\u2019s, these are not that well animated at this point but
I am sure in future these will look awesome and will feel great to execute.
The only gripe I had with the game is the voice acting, the main guy who is guiding you through the game was simply a bore to
listen to, and the sergeant wasn't much better, it felt like they were literally reading the lines as they were saying them, they
needed a bit more enthusiasm for me, but I am sure these lines will be re-recorded for the final release.
Also the idea of customizable mechs with interchangeable augments and weapons, and the way they feel in game, makes me
think this would make a fantastic multiplayer game. Big maps, multiple objective games, interchangeable weapons and fast
shooting gameplay... Oh yes :)
All in all the game look pretty good so far, considering how quickly the team has grown and the fact that an indie dev is creating
this AAA style game is amazing! HUGE credit to all the guys at pixel bomb! I cant wait to see more in the future.. You have the
ability to speak with girls
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I have not yet finished the game, but I do find it somewhat entertaining. I do like the custom artwork, it adds a nice touch to get
a better feel for your character, and the little scenes on the gems made me smile, though im sure they will lead to other things as
I progress further in the game. I do love the option to choose harder difficulties, as I do love a good challenge.
The graphics are generic RPG maker as far as I can tell, but the drawings are very good :)
The sound is pretty repetative and entertaining. As for the other reviewers any sound can be muted in your windows volume
mixer (if your using windows).
The story is simple yet satisfying enough to make me want to find out more about my character and the tragic event that befalls
his past.
The gameplay does spam poison a lot and I can pretty much predict when my charcter is going to hit or miss...I dont know if this
is the generic combat system for rpg maker or a revamped coding, but i wish it was a little less predictable. For example most
fights my lead characters normal attack misses the first term, but special attacks dont miss. This is with most battles,
I have played many rpg maker games, and this is on the better side of the scale. Do i think its worth $15? not quite. But if you
can get it on sale for around 7 at most I recommend picking it up for sure, tthe random dungeon feature is entertaining and gives
great replayability. Great mechanics, love it. My heart was beating so fast in Rage. I need a little break lol. So fun!! No motion
sickness and games are all fun to play - I'm especially addicted to Artic Shuffle...
Loads of nice little touches as well like things to unlock with tickets and cans to drink. Recommended for a great VR time - it's
even fun to watch friends play!. It's a shame: I was pretty excited for this game, since I heard it was supposed to be a classic.
Between performance issues (with both 30 and 60 fps), sound effects not playing, missed music cues, and 8-direction
movement, even on a gamepad...
I'll just get the Wii version, thanks.. Nice little portal mod, really enjoyed playing it. Although there wasn't much storyline
involved and the ending was a bit abrupt, the puzzles were really cool and I enjoyed every new testing element involved in them.
8 out of 10
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